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The NuMI beam at ICARUS
• ICARUS sees NuMI 5.9° off axis

• 𝜈𝜇 flux comparable to Booster beam
• 𝜈𝑒 flux 6-7 times larger! 
• Totally different energy spectrum

FAR DETECTOR - ICARUS 
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Completion of 
concrete overburden

Detector components: INFN (Italy) 
Side/bottom CRT: FNAL (DOE) and US institutions 
Detector refurbishment infrastructure and shipping: 
CERN 
Cryostat and Cryogenics: CERN and FNAL (DOE) 
Building and Infrastructures: FNAL (DOE) 
Assembly and Installation: FNAL (DOE) and 
Collaboration Institutions

ICARUS receives two neutrino beams: it also sits 6° off-axis from the NuMI beam

6° off-axis from NuMI

Collecting data in final configuration since June 2022
• The ICARUS detector is located on-axis from the Booster beam and 6° off-axis from 

the NuMI beam  
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• Excellent statistics to make cross section measurements for quasi-elastic and pion 
production scattering, for both electron and muon neutrinos
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Neutrino Interactions from NuMI off axis at ICARUS

Muon Neutrino Electron Neutrino

The ICARUS detector is located on-axis from the Booster beam and 103 mrad o↵-axis from the NuMI
beam. The ICARUS detector serves as the far detector of the SBN; the main goal is to find or rule out
a fourth, so called ”sterile” neutrino, using the Booster neutrino beam. Also, ICARUS will collect a rich
data set for muon and electron neutrinos including quasi elastic, resonance, meson exchange current and
deep inelastic events from NuMI neutrino beam. Table 1 shows the expected events rates for one year
(6E20 POT) from NuMI, NuMI neutrino beam is scheduled to run for the coming three years. NuMI
has a higher electron neutrino content dominated by k+ and K0 decays. The majority of the neutrinos
reaching ICARUS are produced near the beam target.

ICARUS will make cross section measurements, including ratio ⌫e/⌫µ, inclusive and exclusive channels
(resonance (RES) and deep inelastic(DIS)), RES and DIS are the dominant processes for DUNE.

Muon neutrino CCQE CCMEC CCRES CCDIS COH
6E20 POT 186400 40262 142780 77060 77060

Electron neutrino CCQE CCMEC CCRES CCDIS COH
6E20 POT 8256 2000 7905 3678 61

Table 1: Expected event rates for muon and electron neutrinos. Predictions were obtained with GENIE
3 and do not make any assumptions about e�ciencies or detector acceptance

The DUNE technical design report outlines the impact of systematic uncertainties [1]. Many uncer-
tainties are constrained in the external data and DUNE near-detector data, but some uncertainties are
not reduced by the near detector. For example, the ⌫e/⌫µ ratio uncertainty is completely unconstrained
in the oscillation fits for the search for CP violation. This is shown in table 5.12 and figure 5.35 in [1].
The ⌫e/⌫µ ratio uncertainty is a leading source of the cross-section uncertainty in the DUNE far detector.
The ⌫e/⌫µ measurement from ICARUS will provide a constraint given its increased kinematic coverage
and higher electron neutrinos content.

References

[1] Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), Far Detector Technical Design Report, Volume
II: DUNE Physics, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.03005.pdf
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Expected event rates for 1 year 
CC Events/year
νμ 446,000
νe 22,000

Statement on Research Bruce Howard

studies have been performed with MicroBooNE at Fermilab, but both SBND and ICARUS will
deliver high statistics measurements for νµ- and νe-Ar interactions over the next few years that will
be useful for more than just the oscillation measurements. At ICARUS, cross-section measure-
ments are using a different neutrino beam than the BNB used for the primary oscillation study. The
NuMI beam has its source approximately 800m away and off-axis by about 6 degrees providing a
wealth of neutrinos: the ICARUS cross-section effort is noted in the Snowmass neutrino interaction
summary report.3 These studies will drive forward our understanding of neutrino interactions on
argon and test and guide development of the interaction models and the relevant uncertainties for
DUNE. Figure 1 shows expected event rates in ICARUS with different interaction types that can
be used to probe properties of the neutrino interactions. Because of the neutrinos with kaon parents
at our off-axis angle, ICARUS has a second peak of interactions around∼2 GeV, so interactions in
ICARUS will cover the second oscillation maximum around 1 GeV and push into the energy range
of the first oscillation maximum in DUNE.

Figure 1: Expected charged-current interactions in ICARUS for ∼1 year of NuMI for νµ/ν̄µ (left),
νe/ν̄e (right). For νµ/ν̄µ the muon is required to be at least 50 cm. The events are broken into
different common interaction modes at ICARUS: quasi-elastic (QE), resonant (RES), deep inelastic
scattering (DIS), and the so-called meson exchange current or 2p2h (MEC).

I have had the opportunity as a postdoc to be a leading member and/or deeply involved in
many efforts on ICARUS. In addition to reconstruction and detector/operations efforts discussed
below, within the ICARUS NuMI group and for our ongoing study of 1µ + N protons + 0 pion
interactions, I have been a key contributor in most aspects including selections and efficiency stud-
ies, extending the capabilities with our version of the CAFAna framework to save the data and
uncertainties to be compatible with external fitters (meant to be useful for both the SBN oscilla-
tion analysis and for our cross-section measurement), implementing for us the external software in
which are performing the fit/cross-section extraction (GUNDAM4), and exploring the application
and impacts of interaction model and flux systematic uncertainties utilizing output of others’ work
to extend the use of nusystematics from DUNE for interaction uncertainties and PPFX for the flux.

Our measurement is poised to be one of the first ICARUS neutrinomeasurements in what will
become a long series of cross-section and other neutrino results and theses. We are making the first

3A.B. Balantekin et al. Snowmass Neutrino Frontier: Neutrino Interaction Cross Sections (NF06) Topical Group
Report. arXiv:2209.06872.

4https://github.com/gundam-organization/gundam, developed initially within the T2K collaboration
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NuMI off axis Group 

• NuMI at ICARUS offers excellent coverage for νµ
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3.2.1 Radiative Correction

Developing radiative corrections has been one of the main e↵orts of the working group at FNAL.
Doreen Wackeroth from the University at Bu↵alo will perform the radiative correction calculations
for the QE and DIS regions, which have never been done. Currently, we have a graduate student
(Daniel Crowe from the University at Bu↵alo) carrying out the radiative correction calculations.
The calculations will be validated with electron scattering data and the proposed measurements
will be used to benchmark the physics model. There are existing calculations for the DIS region in
Pythia; the PI will work with Stefan Prestel (Lund University) and Walter Giele(FNAL) to evaluate
these calculations. The new calculations from Doreen Wackeroth will remove some approximations
and provide a full calculation that will be combined with the calculations from Pythia. The PI and
the postdoctoral researcher will implement the radiative correction in the event generators.

3.2.2 General Interface

DUNE far detector will be exposed to a broad neutrino energy spectrum. The near detector
will collect a large fraction of di↵erent neutrino interactions, including quasi-elastic (QE), meson
exchange current (MEC), resonance (RES), and deep inelastic scattering (DIS). Figure 9 shows the
prediction for the near detector: approximately 25% QE, 35% RES, 35% DIS, and 5% MEC. The
predictions were obtained using the GENIE event generator on argon only. The current proposal for
the DUNE near detector includes di↵erent nuclei [16], which brings additional challenges because
the models need to scale the A dependence accurately. The modeling of all the neutrino interactions
on di↵erent nuclei is crucial because oscillation analyses rely on event generators to predict the signal
and the background, and to estimate systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 9: Event versus true neutrino energy
for the DUNE near detector.

A rich set of new cross-section measurements from
many experiments is available. There is a data-model
disagreement across many experiments; for example, sev-
eral measurements from the MINERvA, T2K, NOvA, and
MicroBooNE show disagreement with the current models
of the event generators [40]. Several theoretical devel-
opments have been achieved, particularly with the QE
interactions, MEC, and nuclear long-range correlations
[28, 29, 30], but more development is needed for pion pro-
duction (RES) and DIS, which are the dominant channels
for DUNE.

Understanding the nuclear e↵ects is key to recon-
structing the neutrino energy. Multi-nucleon interactions,
for example, a↵ect the energy reconstruction. Poor en-
ergy reconstruction propagates to large systematic uncertainties if the analysis cuts are not designed
properly. It is crucial that the development of event generators includes accurate modeling for the
proposed analyses, and for the precise measurements in the current and next generation of neu-
trino experiments. The nuclear e↵ects are significant; for example, the multi-nucleon interactions
are in the order of at least 20% [28]. The current models have di↵erent predictions with significant
uncertainty[41].

The sophisticated models will be implemented through a general interface. The interface will
take the exclusive cross-sections of any process using the lepton contribution Lµ⌫ and the hadronic
final state Wµ⌫ . The hadronic tensor contains all the information on target response Wµ⌫ =P

f < 0jJµ(q)|f >< f |J⌫(q)|0 > �(4)(p0 + q � pf ), and |0 >, |f > are the initial and final states,
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Spectrum at DUNE Near Detector

Minerba Betancourt

• Main channels are quasi-elastic and resonance interactions 
• Excellent statistics to make cross section measurements for quasi-elastic and pion 

production scattering, for both electron and muon neutrinos
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Neutrino Interactions from NuMI off axis 

Muon Neutrino Electron Neutrino

The ICARUS detector is located on-axis from the Booster beam and 103 mrad o↵-axis from the NuMI
beam. The ICARUS detector serves as the far detector of the SBN; the main goal is to find or rule out
a fourth, so called ”sterile” neutrino, using the Booster neutrino beam. Also, ICARUS will collect a rich
data set for muon and electron neutrinos including quasi elastic, resonance, meson exchange current and
deep inelastic events from NuMI neutrino beam. Table 1 shows the expected events rates for one year
(6E20 POT) from NuMI, NuMI neutrino beam is scheduled to run for the coming three years. NuMI
has a higher electron neutrino content dominated by k+ and K0 decays. The majority of the neutrinos
reaching ICARUS are produced near the beam target.

ICARUS will make cross section measurements, including ratio ⌫e/⌫µ, inclusive and exclusive channels
(resonance (RES) and deep inelastic(DIS)), RES and DIS are the dominant processes for DUNE.

Muon neutrino CCQE CCMEC CCRES CCDIS COH
6E20 POT 186400 40262 142780 77060 77060

Electron neutrino CCQE CCMEC CCRES CCDIS COH
6E20 POT 8256 2000 7905 3678 61

Table 1: Expected event rates for muon and electron neutrinos. Predictions were obtained with GENIE
3 and do not make any assumptions about e�ciencies or detector acceptance

The DUNE technical design report outlines the impact of systematic uncertainties [1]. Many uncer-
tainties are constrained in the external data and DUNE near-detector data, but some uncertainties are
not reduced by the near detector. For example, the ⌫e/⌫µ ratio uncertainty is completely unconstrained
in the oscillation fits for the search for CP violation. This is shown in table 5.12 and figure 5.35 in [1].
The ⌫e/⌫µ ratio uncertainty is a leading source of the cross-section uncertainty in the DUNE far detector.
The ⌫e/⌫µ measurement from ICARUS will provide a constraint given its increased kinematic coverage
and higher electron neutrinos content.
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Expected event rates for 1 year 

Muon Neutrinos from NuMI

CC Events/year
νμ 446,000

Relevance for DUNE 
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ments are using a different neutrino beam than the BNB used for the primary oscillation study. The
NuMI beam has its source approximately 800m away and off-axis by about 6 degrees providing a
wealth of neutrinos: the ICARUS cross-section effort is noted in the Snowmass neutrino interaction
summary report.3 These studies will drive forward our understanding of neutrino interactions on
argon and test and guide development of the interaction models and the relevant uncertainties for
DUNE. Figure 1 shows expected event rates in ICARUS with different interaction types that can
be used to probe properties of the neutrino interactions. Because of the neutrinos with kaon parents
at our off-axis angle, ICARUS has a second peak of interactions around∼2 GeV, so interactions in
ICARUS will cover the second oscillation maximum around 1 GeV and push into the energy range
of the first oscillation maximum in DUNE.

Figure 1: Expected charged-current interactions in ICARUS for ∼1 year of NuMI for νµ/ν̄µ (left),
νe/ν̄e (right). For νµ/ν̄µ the muon is required to be at least 50 cm. The events are broken into
different common interaction modes at ICARUS: quasi-elastic (QE), resonant (RES), deep inelastic
scattering (DIS), and the so-called meson exchange current or 2p2h (MEC).

I have had the opportunity as a postdoc to be a leading member and/or deeply involved in
many efforts on ICARUS. In addition to reconstruction and detector/operations efforts discussed
below, within the ICARUS NuMI group and for our ongoing study of 1µ + N protons + 0 pion
interactions, I have been a key contributor in most aspects including selections and efficiency stud-
ies, extending the capabilities with our version of the CAFAna framework to save the data and
uncertainties to be compatible with external fitters (meant to be useful for both the SBN oscilla-
tion analysis and for our cross-section measurement), implementing for us the external software in
which are performing the fit/cross-section extraction (GUNDAM4), and exploring the application
and impacts of interaction model and flux systematic uncertainties utilizing output of others’ work
to extend the use of nusystematics from DUNE for interaction uncertainties and PPFX for the flux.

Our measurement is poised to be one of the first ICARUS neutrinomeasurements in what will
become a long series of cross-section and other neutrino results and theses. We are making the first

3A.B. Balantekin et al. Snowmass Neutrino Frontier: Neutrino Interaction Cross Sections (NF06) Topical Group
Report. arXiv:2209.06872.

4https://github.com/gundam-organization/gundam, developed initially within the T2K collaboration
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NuMI off axis Group 

• Electron neutrino spectrum from NuMI at ICARUS covers the first oscillation peak 
and the tail covers the majority of the relevant phase space for the DUNE 
experiment

5

• νe flux is excellently distributed to probe regions of kinematic phase space in which we 
expect the largest νe/νµ differences (which is the dominant systematic for DUNE-CP 
violation measurements)

Electron Neutrinos from NuMI Electron Neutrino in ICARUS and DUNE

Relevance for DUNE 
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• ICARUS began commissioning in 2020 with cosmic data
• First ICARUS physics runs collected last June - December 2022 and spring 2023 from 

NuMI and Booster neutrino beams 
• Commissioning and physics data have been                                                                                

used to perform the calibration, tune the                                                                
reconstruction and start the first analyses                                                                                  
with neutrino data
• The signal-to-noise ratio was extracted  from a                                               

sample of anode-to-cathode crossing cosmic muons

6

ICARUS at FNAL

Status & Perspective of ICARUS | B. Howard

ICARUS Operations
• ICARUS first filled & activated during pandemic 

in 2020 and commissioning commenced

• Simultaneously, remaining installations (namely 

CRT & overburden) were taking place

• Physics quality data began upon completion of 

these activities in June 2022: 

• Now completed one year of physics data 
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Status & Perspective of ICARUS | B. Howard

Performance/Initial Studies
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• The different subsystems have 
undergone a set of commissioning 
& characterization studies to detail 
their performance


• Eur. Phys. Journal C 83, 467 (2023)
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cryostat, agree with the predicted
value of vdrift = 0.1576 cm/µs to
within 0.3% [31] [32].

Fig. 16 Results of the ionization drift
velocity measurement using ICARUS cos-
mic muon data. Shown are Crystal Ball fits
to the maximum ionization drift time dis-
tributions associated with anode-cathode-
crossing cosmic muons in the two TPCs in
the West cryostat.

Electric field distortions in near-
surface LAr-TPCs can arise due to
the accumulation of space charge, i.e.
slow-moving positively-charged argon
ions originating from cosmic muon
ionization within the detector [33].
These argon ions, which drift slowly
toward the cathode at a drift velocity
of several millimeters per second at
a drift electric field of 500V/cm [32],
linger around long enough to create
substantial electric field distortions
that pull ionization electrons toward
the middle of the TPC volume as they
drift toward the anode. These elec-
tric field distortions lead to biases in
reconstructing the point of origin of
ionization within the detector, a sec-
ondary effect referred to as “spatial
distortions” in LAr-TPC detectors;
collectively, these two related distor-
tions are referred to as space charge
effects (SCE).

Using anode-cathode-crossing
cosmic muon tracks, the magnitude
of SCE in the ICARUS detector is
estimated by utilizing methodology
developed to measure SCE in pre-
vious near-surface running of the
ICARUS detector [34]. The results of
measurements in the two TPC vol-
umes of the West cryostat are shown
in Fig. 17, where they are compared
to a calculation of SCE [32] used
in Monte Carlo simulations prior to
measuring the magnitude of SCE in
ICARUS data. The magnitude of
SCE is observed to be very similar
in the two TPC volumes, though
underestimated by roughly 30% in
simulation.
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Fig. 17 Measured spatial offsets in the
drift direction as a function of ionization
drift distance for the two TPCs in the West
cryostat, evaluated using anode-cathode-
crossing cosmic muon tracks in ICARUS
data. The results are compared with predic-
tions of spatial distortions from a calculation
of space charge effects (SCE) presently used
in ICARUS Monte Carlo simulations (to
be updated with data-driven SCE measure-
ment).

The energy scale of MIPs can be
probed with cosmic muons that stop
in the TPC, as done in similar calibra-
tions performed at other LAr-TPC
neutrino experiments [35]. The known
profile of muon energy loss per unit
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Results of ionization drift velocity measurement using cosmic 
muon data 

Eur. Phys. Journal C 83, 467 (2023)
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• Neutrino cross section measurement with NuMI  
• Developing and optimizing muon neutrino event selection, available 
• Comparing different data sets after inclusive selection cuts

Muon Neutrino from NuMI beam at ICARUS

7
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• Comparing NuMI beam on and off after all selection cuts  

NuMI Neutrino Data and NuMI beam off Data

15
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Considering the inclusive selection:
● The slice is not a Pandora clear cosmic, 

● Vertex in fiducial volume,

● Longest track's Y-direction (under Cosmic 

Ray hypothesis) > -0.7,

● Flash Match Score < 12 

● µ track (search for µ signals)

Inclusive Selection
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More details of this study can be found 
here: doc-29307 and doc-29535
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440k !μ CC events in 1 year 

Electron and muon neutrino spectra from NuMI at ICARUS includes a substantial event rate at the DUNE first oscillation peak

20k !e CC events in 1 year 

Neutrino cross sections measurements are crucial for understanding neutrino interaction with matter and 
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l Cross section analyses are performed within the SBN framework:
Ø Muon and electron neutrino event selections are being developed and optimized;
Ø The cross-section extraction tools are being developed together with the 

evaluation of systematic uncertainties; 
l Currently the collected NuMI neutrino and cosmic data are being analysed, focusing on 

nµCC event selection.
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Cosmic rejection using TPC-PMT matching

”flash matching score” based on TPC-PMT matching developed by 
the SBND collaborators and shared within the SBN framework 

• Available NuMI data: Run1=2.4E20 POT and Run2=0.5E19 POT
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NuMI Neutrino Data and NuMI beam off Data
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• First analysis targets 1𝞵+Nproton+0𝞹
- 1𝞵+Nproton+0𝞹 enhanced in quasi-elastic and 2p2h interactions

• Building up cross-section analysis to conduct model investigations 
• Angle between the muon candidate and leading proton candidate populates the phase 

space somewhat broadly and would be expected to encode information about FSI for 
all events 

• Transverse kinematic imbalances observables 𝞭PT and 𝞭𝞪T for fully contained events  

• Expect ~20K selected events at current selection and exposure 3E20 POT                                                                              

Building a Cross Section Analysis for 1𝞵+Nproton+0𝞹

9
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NuMI Cross-Sections
• Building up cross-section analysis to conduct model investigations 

detailed earlier

• First analysis targets 1(anti-)mu + Np + 0π


• 1μ+Np+0π enhanced in quasi-elastic and 2p2h interactions, 
similar to osc should be somewhat “cleaner” as a first target but 
still provides interesting physics


• Angle between the muon candidate and leading proton candidate 
populates the phase space somewhat broadly and would be 
expected to encode information about FSI

• Reconstruction shows pretty good reco-true agreement


• Building up framework & workflow for end-to-end cross-section 
analysis, providing basis for future work

• Selection is aimed to pick out 1μNp0pi events and reject 

backgrounds (e.g. pions)

• Expect ~20k selected events at current selection & exposure
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• Developing the cross section with small set of the data 
• A selection targeting 1𝞵+Nproton + anything with some differences in cuts with data 

samples to highlight cosmic rejection and selected beam events 
• Data versus MC studies ongoing: shown here some relaxed cuts area normalized, 

fairly reasonable comparisons 
• Measuring backgrounds/sidebands for analysis (e.g. charged pions) 
• Developing and evaluating systematic uncertainties, using GENIE v3.04.00 with the 

latest development shared from DUNE 

NuMI Cross Section 
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• Have also taken looks at some samples of data:

• A selection targeting 1μNp+anything with some differences in cuts investigated w/ data samples to 

highlight cosmic rejection power and that selected beam events do peak with muon in forward direction

• data/MC studies ongoing: shown here some relaxed cuts area normalized, fairly reasonable comparisons

• Working towards systematics studies needed to address and adjust detector uncertainties/reco


• Measuring backgrounds/sidebands for analysis (e.g. charged pions, neutral pions by inverting cuts)

Some differences in cuts w.r.t. to  
0π analysis but some similarities

Looser selections Looser selections
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• Certain BSM searches benefit from sitting off-axis such as kaon coupled Higgs portal 
scalars 

• Phenomenological studies have shown great promise                                             
for a search like this 

• Looking for light dark matter, Higgs portals scalar                                                                                                    
and other long lived particles 

• Early analysis on Higgs portal scalar to 𝞵+𝞵- is well                                                        
on the way and a number of other analyses are                                                   
progressing  

J. Zennamo, Fermilab

Highly Off-axis BSM Searches
• Certain BSM searches benefit 

from sitting off-axis such as 
koan coupled Higgs portal 
scalars: 

• Phenomenological studies have 
shown great promise for a 
search like this 
• Analyses exploring this are ongoing! 

• Other searches include low 
mass dark matter, Higgs portals, 
heavy neutral lepton decays

16

PRD 100, 115039 (2019)
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BSM Searches with NuMI Higgs Portal Scalar at ICARUS

3
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NuMI BSM Searches
• As powerful beam off-axis and using LAr 

TPC tracking & calorimetry, also searching 
for Beyond Standard Model processes 
especially using NuMI beam at ICARUS

• Enhanced by pointing capability, e.g. 

pointing back to target or beam dump

• Looking for light dark matter, Higgs portal 

scalars and other “long lived particles”


• Look e.g. via searches to  pair


• Early analysis on Higgs portal scalar to  
is well on the way and a number of others 
are progressing

l, l̄
μ, μ̄
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Phenom. study by 
Batell, Berger, and 

Ismail. Phys. Rev. D 
100, 115039 (2019)
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Summary
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• Rich physics program of neutrino-argon scattering measurements and BSM physics 
using NuMI 
- Conducting neutrino cross-section and interaction measurements using neutrinos 

from NuMI beam in a similar kinematic regime as DUNE
• Opportunity to test and constrains models for use in DUNE 

• ICARUS at Fermilab underwent a period of commissioning and first operations as 
captured in recent paper: P. Abrateenko et al, Eur. Phys. Journal C 83, 467 (2023)
• Actively using forward analyses with the data collected 3E20 POT from NuMI
- Ongoing work to conduct 1𝞵+Nproton+0𝞹 cross section analysis 

• ICARUS results will be quantitatively useful when DUNE is building and tuning its 
interaction model for real data analysis 
• We would love to use the latest models development discussed in this workshop and 

work together to benchmark the models and uncertainties with new data 


